Few-layer black phosphorus (BP) with an inplane puckered crystalline structure has attracted intense interest for strain engineering due to both its significant anisotropy in mechanical and electrical properties and its high intrinsic strain limit. Here, we investigated the phonon response of few layer BP under uniaxial tensile strain (∼7%) with in situ polarized Raman spectroscopy. Together with the first-principles density functional theory (DFT) analysis, the anisotropic Poisson's ratio in few-layer BP was verified as one of the primary factors that caused the large discrepancy in the trend of reported Raman frequency shift for strained BP, armchair (AC) direction in particular. By carefully including and excluding the anisotropic Poisson's ratio in the DFT emulations, we rebuilt both trends reported for Raman mode shifts. Furthermore, the angle-resolved Raman spectroscopy was conducted in situ under tensile strain for systematic investigation of the in-plane anisotropy of BP phonon response. The experimentally observed thickness and crystallographic orientation dependence is elaborated using DFT theory as having a strong correlation between the strain-perturbated electronic-band structure and the phonon vibration modes. This study provides insight, both experimentally and theoretically, for the complex electron−phonon interaction behavior in strained BP, which enables diverse possibilities for the strain engineering of electrical and optical properties in BP and similar twodimensional nanomaterials. KEYWORDS: black phosphorus, strain engineering, angle-resolved Raman spectroscopy, anisotropic Poisson's ratio, electron−phonon interactions O rthorhombic black phosphorus (BP) was rediscovered as a promising two-dimensional (2D) semiconductor for its tunable bandgap, fast carrier transport, and its buckled in-plane crystal structure that induces anisotropy in its electrical transport, optical emission, thermoelectric performance, and mechanical flexibility. 1−6 With effective dielectric encapsulation to enhance its ambient stability, 7,8 BP thin films have been actively employed in applications such as high speed and power-efficient flexible nano electronics, 1,5,9−12 quantum dot and memory devices, 13,14 and ultrafast photonics. 15,16 BP is particularly interesting for strain engineering owing to its in-plane anisotropy and its capability of sustaining high strain loading, with intensive theoretical studies having been done on tuning its mechanical, electronic, and optical properties. 17−22 The phonon vibration modes detected in Raman spectroscopy, which have been used for determining the crystallographic orientation of BP, are strongly correlated with the electronic band structure of BP and, thus, are theoretically projected to be highly sensitive under strain engineering. 23 A large discrepancy, however, remains in previously reported works for the trend of Raman
frequency shift of BP under strain. Here in this work, we systematically studied the phonon response in BP thin films under uniaxial tensile strain loading up to 7% with in situ angleresolved Raman spectroscopy for both thickness and crystallographic orientation dependence. First-principle density functional theory (DFT) simulation of the electronic band structure and phonon response in the strained BP validated that anisotropic Poisson's ratio along zigzag (ZZ) and armchair (AC) directions is one of the primary factors for the prereported discrepancy in strained BP Raman response. This systematic study of anisotropic Raman response of strained BP provided insight for the complex electron−phonon interactions and therefore enables diverse applications for strain engineering in the selective tuning of the electrical, optical, and thermal properties of BP and similar two-dimensional (2D) semiconductors.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Theoretical studies of few-layer BP indicate a high strain limit of 27% (30%) of uniaxial tensile strain along the zigzag (armchair) directions. 24 The capability of sustaining such high intrinsic strain allows for a wide range of tunability in the electrical and mechanical properties. Significant phonon mode shifting and a semiconducting−metallic phase transition were theoretically predicted in BP thin films under sufficient strain loading. 24−27 Despite the promising predictions of strain tunability by theoretical studies, the realization of strain loading onto 2D crystals so far remains challenging. For highly stretchable substrate materials, such as PDMS, a large Young's modulus mismatch between the soft substrate and the stiff 2D semiconductors results in inefficient strain transfer. 28 Meanwhile, for flexible devices probing the electrical transport performance of BP thin films, the overall strain loading is strictly limited by the high-k dielectric materials with low critical strain limit (∼2%), such as HfO 2 and Al 2 O 3 . 29, 30 In this work, polymeric low-k dielectric was developed as a stretching substrate ( Figure S1 ) that can achieve tensile strain reaching >7%. 31 With the help of PMMA encapsulation layer, NPI substrate with a Young's modulus of ∼2.5 GPa can provide 100% efficiency in transferring tensile strain to the fully confined few-layer BP flakes and islands. 28, 32 Using this polymeric substrate, the strain tunability of anisotropic electron−phonon and electron-photon interactions in BP thin films were systematically studied in situ with angleresolved Raman spectroscopy. The experimental set up for in situ Raman characterization was shown in Figure 1a , with the stretching fixture mounted on an automated rotating stage. More detailed information on the experimental setup is provided in the Methods section.
Considering the anisotropic mechanical and electrical properties induced by the puckered honeycomb crystal structure, tensile strain was applied along the zigzag (ZZ) and armchair (AC) directions of BP, respectively. A linearly Poisson effect is illustrated as compressive strain perpendicular to the tensile strain loading. The Poisson's ratio for bilayer BP along the AC and ZZ directions were calculated from DFT simulations. (c) Statistics of Raman peak shifts of few-layer BP under tensile strain along ZZ direction. Red shifts of A g 2 and B 2g modes were observed with average slope of ∼−1.93 and −4.65 cm −1 /% strains, respectively. The A g 1 mode exhibited negligible peak shift. (d) Statistics of Raman peak shifts of few-layer BP under tensile strain along the AC direction. The blue shift of A g 2 and B 2g modes were observed with average slope ∼1.61 and 2.39 cm −1 /% strains, respectively. A g 1 mode exhibited a red shift with an average slope of ∼−2.05 cm −1 /% strain.
polarized 473 nm wavelength laser excitation was applied in the experiment with polarization aligned parallel to the strain loading direction. For the polarized Raman measurements, the analyzer is set parallel to the incident polarization direction. The representative Raman spectra of BP thin films under tensile strain are shown in Figure S2 . The Raman spectra of few-layer BP exhibit anisotropic responses in terms of both the Raman peak shifts and the polarization profiles when uniaxial tensile strain was applied along the ZZ and AC directions. The Raman peak shifts under strain originate from the alteration of the crystal lattice by tensile strain. Intuitively, tensile strain will result in the stretching of the bonds and, therefore, a softening of the phonon modes, which reflects in the Raman spectra as a red shift of the peak positions (i.e., negative ω ε ∂ ∂ ; for example, in the strained MoS 2 ). 28, 37 As for BP with its anisotropic puckered structure, the effect of tensile strain on Raman peak shifts can be quite complex. 26,27,34−36 Here, we systematically investigate BP samples at different thicknesses with uniaxial tensile strain loading up to 7%, which is significantly higher than the strain applied in previous reports. 33−36 As shown in Figure 1c , a red shift was observed in the two in-plane modes, B 2g and A g 2 , when stretched along the ZZ direction, which indicates an effective P−P bond extension induced by the ZZ direction tensile strain. The slope of peak shift ( ω ε ∂ ∂ ) was estimated to be −4.65 ± 1.66 cm −1 /% strain for B 2g mode and −1.93 ± 0.87 cm −1 /% strain for the A g 2 mode, respectively. The out-of-plane A g 1 mode was negligibly affected by this in-plane tensile strain, as shown in Figure 1c . The case of uniaxial strain loading along the AC direction, shown in Figure 1d , is more complex; significant red shifting was observed in the out-of-plane A g 1 mode ( ω ε ∂ ∂ = −2.05 ± 0.60 cm −1 /% strain), whereas a blue shift Experimental data and DFT calculated results (with and without Poisson's ratio ν) are listed. Experimental data from the literature are also included. b BP has anisotropic Poisson's ratio: ν = 0.85 for ε // zigzag, while ν = 0.19 for ε // armchair. c Note that the uniaxial strain in this work deviates from the zigzag or armchair direction by about 10−15°. Figure 2 . DFT calculated frequencies of A g 1 , B 2g , and A g 2 modes as a function of the applied tensile strain along (a, c) ZZ and (b, d) AC directions of bilayer BP. When tensile strain is applied along one direction, compressive strain is usually induced along the perpendicular direction, which is described by the Poisson's ratio. In panels a and b, such an effect is considered with ν ≠ 0, while it is not considered in panels c and d with ν = 0. (e) Blue arrows show vibrations of A g 1 (primarily along the out-of-plane direction) and A g 2 (primarily along the armchair direction), while blue circles and crosses indicate vibrations of B 2g coming out of and going into the page (i.e., along the zigzag direction). R 1 and R 2 are the horizontal and vertical P−P bond lengths within a layer, respectively. was observed in both in-plane modes ( ω ε ∂ ∂ = 2.39 ± 0.78 cm −1 / % strain for B 2g mode and 1.61 ± 0.30 cm −1 /% strain for A g 2 mode). In short, Figure 1c ,d show that Raman shifts of B 2g and A g 2 modes have the opposite response to the tensile strain along ZZ and AC directions (also see Table 1 ) and that the A g 1 mode is much more sensitive to tensile strain along the AC direction. Furthermore, these trends do not change given the sample thickness varies from 3 to 30 nm. Thus, the strain can be also a reliable approach for identification of crystalline orientation of BP. 34 Our results demonstrate that ω ε ∂ ∂ can be either negative or positive depending on the Raman modes and the corresponding strain loading direction, consistent with prior works by Wang et al. 33 and Zhang et al. 34 (Table 1 ). In contrast, Li et al. 35 and Du et al. 36 reported negative ω ε ∂ ∂ values for all three modes under both the ZZ and AC directional tensile strains ( Table 1) . To understand why different strain behaviors were observed, first-principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations were carried out, demonstrating that the Poisson's ratio in BP thin films is the primary factor causing the discrepancy. 35, 36 When tensile strain ε 1 is applied along one direction, the BP thin films tend to contract in the perpendicular direction (i.e., compressive strain ε 2 ), and then the Poisson's ratio is defined as
Due to the in-plane anisotropy of BP, the Poisson's ratio changes with the direction of the uniaxial tensile strain: ν = 0.85 for ε // zigzag and ν = 0.19 for ε // armchair for 2L BP according to our calculations. If we ignore the lattice contraction perpendicular to the applied tensile strain direction, ν is fixed as 0. In the phonon calculations, the Poisson's ratio can be included (ν≠ 0) and excluded (ν = 0) to reveal its effect on ω ε ∂ ∂ . For 2L BP in Figure  2a ,b, by considering the Poisson's ratio (ν ≠ 0), DFT calculations demonstrate the opposite response of A g 1 , B 2g , and A g 2 modes to the tensile strain along ZZ and AC directions, in agreement with our experimental trends shown in Figure 1 , the previous work by Zhang et al. (Table 1) , 34 and a prior theoretical work with the effect of the Poisson's ratio included. 27 However, by excluding the Poisson's ratio (ν = 0) in Figure 2c ,d, both the ZZ and AC directional tensile strains lead to softening of all three Raman modes, consistent with prior experimental works by Li et al. 35 and Du et al. 36 ( Table 1 ) and the theoretical results without considering the Poisson's ratio by Zhang et al. 34 Note that the calculated numerical values of ω ε ∂ ∂ are not in quantitative and perfect agreement with our experimental values, probably due to certain approximations adopted in the DFT methodology. In addition, DFT cannot model the exact experimental conditions. Nevertheless, it provides correct physical trends. Our calculations suggest that the Poisson's ratio is an important contributing factor for the differing experimental results reported in the literature because different strain engineering techniques can introduce different Poisson's ratios in the sample. In the prior experimental work by Li et al., 35 the authors discussed that the strain induced to their BP samples through the experimental setup probably did not cause an effective in-plane contraction transverse to the applied strain direction (i.e., the Poisson's ratio close to 0). In the work by Du et al., 36 the maximum applied strain is only about 0.17%, which might not cause notable lattice contraction transverse to the applied strain direction, rendering the effective Poisson's ratio zero. In this work (with the strain up to 7%), the effect of the Poisson's ratio is validated by comparing experimental and theoretical data, and indeed, we observed the buckle delaminations due to contraction perpendicular to the tensile strain direction in the BP samples ( Figure S3 ). The Poisson's ratio can also contribute to different theoretical results reported in literature. Note that similar calculations were carried out for monolayer and bulk BP (Figures S4 and S5) with similar results found, confirming that the strain dependence of the Raman mode frequencies is insensitive to the sample thickness, which also agrees with our experimental data. To summarize, by comparing our experimental and theoretical data with different results reported in literature (Table 1) , we expect that the Poisson's ratio play an important role in explaining the discrepancy in reported experimental and theoretical works. However, we note that the applied uniaxial strain could deviate from the sample's armchair or zigzag direction by a certain degree and thus complicate the trends and values of ω ε ∂ ∂ for Raman modes in BP. This could also play a role in different results reported in literature. Furthermore, as shown in Table 1 , the maximum applied strain (7%) in our work is notably larger than most prior works, which may enhance the effect of the Poisson's ratio in our samples. In other words, the large difference in the strain loadings in different experiments could also contribute to the discrepancy in the literature.
To gain further insight into the origin of these strain behaviors, we examined the phonon vibrations and BP's atomic structure under tensile strain. The top panel in Figure 2e shows two crucial structural parameters for BP: R 1 and R 2 are the respective horizontal and vertical P−P bond lengths within a layer. Table 2 summarizes their calculated change rates (Å/% strain) under the ZZ and AC directional tensile strains for 2L BP, with the cases of ν ≠ 0 and ν = 0. Starting from the scenario of ν = 0 because the lattice constant is increased in the tensile strain direction while the lattice constant in the perpendicular direction is fixed to the unstrained value, the bonds are generally stretched, as reflected by the positive change rates in Table 2 (except a very small negative value of R 2 under strain in the ZZ direction, but the increase of R 1 is much larger). Subsequently, the restoring forces are overall reduced, which can probably explain why ω ε ∂ ∂ are negative for all three modes under strain in both directions in Figures 1c and 2d as well as in previous works. 35, 36 Once the effect of the Poisson's ratio is included (ν ≠ 0), the lattice contracts perpendicular to the tensile strain direction, thus, the changes of bond lengths become more complicated. As shown in Table  2 for ν ≠ 0, when tensile strain is applied along the ZZ direction, R 1 is noticeably increased but R 2 is decreased, which is similar to the case of ν = 0. However, the decrease rate of R 2 
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Article nearly doubled the case of ν = 0. The A g 1 mode corresponds to a mainly out-of-plane vibration; hence, its frequency is mostly determined by R 2 with slight contribution from R 1 (Figure 2e ). The doubled decrease rate of R 2 in the scenario of ν ≠ 0 enhances the overall restoring force, leading to a blue shift of the A g 1 mode under the ZZ directional strain shown in Figure  2a . Moving to the B 2g and A g 2 modes, which have atomic vibrations primarily along the in-plane zigzag and armchair direction (Figure 2e ), respectively, their frequencies are influenced by both parameters R 1 and R 2 . Because the number of horizontal P−P bonds is twice of the number of vertical P− P bonds in a layer, the change of R 1 should make a larger contribution to their frequency changes. As R 1 shows a much higher rate of increase than the decrease rate of R 2 (by a factor of 3.72; see Table 2 ), the overall restoring force is notably reduced for the B 2g and A g 2 modes, resulting in their dramatic red shifts under the ZZ directional strain in Figure 2a . Due to the lower decrease rate of R 2 , the blue shift of the A g 1 mode is less dramatic in Figure 2a . However, when under tensile strain in the AC direction in the case of ν≠ 0, R 1 is reduced, while R 2 is increased at a similar rate ( Table 2 ). As discussed above, the A g 1 frequency is dominated by R 2 , while the B 2g and A g 2 frequencies are more related to R 1 . Therefore, the increase of R 2 leads to a red shift of the A g 1 mode, but the decrease of R 1 leads to blue shifts of the B 2g and A g 2 modes under the AC directional strain shown in Figure 2b . Our analysis here provides an atomic picture regarding the observed experimental trends in Figure 1 and the prior work by Zhang et al. 34 Angle-resolved Raman was adopted for studying the in-plane anisotropy of strained few-layer black phosphorus. 38−40 As a reference, angle-resolved Raman were first collected on relaxed BP thin films with different thickness ranging from 3 to 20 nm while the Raman laser wavelength was fixed at 473 nm. All Raman spectra were collected under parallel configuration. The detailed experimental set up for the Raman system as well as the rotation stage is explained in the Methods section. The intensity profiles of the three characteristic Raman modes, A g 1 , B 2g , A g 2 are shown in Figure 3 . Under the laser line of 473 nm, B 2g and A g 2 modes demonstrate little change in anisotropy for thin films with various thicknesses, in contrast with A g 1 mode, in which salient differences including the reduction in the polarization dependence was observed when the thickness of BP films decreased from 20 to 3 nm. Here, 0 degree in all polar plots is set along the AC direction. The B 2g mode in all three samples shows consistent periodicity of 90°with the peak intensity occurring near 45°. Similarly, the A g 2 mode, a mainly in-plane vibration along the armchair direction, 41 exhibits a dumbbell shape for all thicknesses examined with periodicity of 180°, and a maximum intensity occurred at 0°. The A g 1 mode, which corresponds to primarily out-of-plane atomic oscillation, 41 exhibits strong thickness dependence. The clearly demonstrated dumbbell shape with periodicity of 180°was only observed in the thicker samples. In the sample with thickness below 5 nm, the polarization profile of the angleresolved Raman intensity loses its dumbbell shape and becomes more isotropic with a much-reduced average intensity.
To better understand the thickness dependence in Raman intensity profiles and the anisotropic Raman scattering, Raman tensors of BP were derived here based on the complex dielectric tensors and phonon vibrations. 23, 42 The complex Raman tensors of Raman active modes are given as: 
The corresponding Raman intensity under the parallel polarization configuration in the experimental backscattering geometry is therefore derived as: where θ is the angle of the laser polarization with respect to zigzag direction, and Φ ca is the phase difference between the two Raman tensor element c and a. 42 Note that here we defined the X axis as the AC direction, Y axis as the out-ofplane direction, and the Z axis as the ZZ direction. 23, 42 Thus, the Raman tensor element a (c) corresponds to the AC (ZZ) direction. The in-plane anisotropy of BP electron−phonon interactions is reflected in the Raman intensity polarization profiles of the A g modes, which are directly determined by the absolute amplitude ratio |c/a| and phase difference Φ ca . The phase difference Φ ca determines if there is a secondary maximum on the Raman polarization profiles. The value of | c/a| determines whether the main axis in the polarization profiles is along the AC (|c/a|<1) or ZZ (|c/a|>1) direction. In addition, the more the |c/a| value approaches 1, the less polarized the profile (i.e., circular profile) observed. Extracted | c/a| value for BP samples in Figure 3 were included in the Supporting Information. Comparison between A g 1 and A g 2 modes validated that the |c/a| value determines the main axis of the polarization profiles. Under the experimental set up in this work, the main axis of in-plane A g 2 mode tends to be along the AC direction (i.e., |c/a| < 1) for all sample thicknesses studied. Because the A g 2 mode primarily involves vibrations along the AC direction, the AC-direction component of the dielectric tensor generally has larger change by the A g 2 vibrations than the ZZ-direction component, giving rise to the larger Raman tensor element in the AC direction (a) than in the ZZ direction (c). 6, 23 However, the A g 1 mode is mainly associated with out-of-plane atomic vibrations, and it does not show notable preference to the in-plane Raman tensor elements a and c. Therefore, its ratio of |c/a| can be <1 or >1, depending on the thickness, consistent with the observed polarization profiles. The |c/a| value of A g 1 mode was approaching 1 while reducing the BP sample thickness. For the sample with a thickness of 3 nm, the value is 1.10 compared to 2.38 for the sample with a 20 nm thickness. Here in this work, the choice of 25 nm Al 2 O 3 /Si substrate did not impact on the anisotropic Raman response of BP samples with thickness much less than 25 nm, as the interference ratio from such substrate configurations is showing less than 3% of variance from the 300 nm SiO 2 /Si substrate. The choice of laser energy and BP sample thickness are more critical factors in tuning the anisotropy in the angle-resolved Raman response of few-layer BP thin films. The interference ratio calculated for both type of substrates is included in Figure S8 .
Employing the angle-resolved Raman spectroscopy under in situ tensile strain loading, we present the observations of the strong anisotropic and thickness-dependent Raman polarization profiles due to the strain tunability of electron−phonon interactions in BP thin films. For a fixed crystallographic orientation, Raman intensity of BP is sensitive to laser wavelength, substrate insulator stack, and sample thickness. 23 Interference effects due to the reflection and transmission of Raman scattered light at interfaces between the sample, substrate, and capping layers were calculated via a procedure similar to that outlined in reports by Yoon et al. and Kim et al. 30, 43 These effects can alter the anisotropic Raman response of birefringent materials, resulting in a polarization dependence of Raman spectra that is not strictly due to intrinsic material properties. In such cases, the interference factors for light polarized along different crystallographic directions of a birefringent material must be calculated and corrected for. Details of this analysis are available in the Supporting Information. For our sample configuration, it was determined that interference effects are negligible due to the relatively small differences between the refractive indices air, poly-(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), nanopolyimide (NPI), Pd, and polyimide (PI) substrates.
Among the three characteristic Raman peaks (A g 1 , A g 2 , and B 2g modes), an interesting thickness-dependent intensity profile evolution has been observed for the A g 1 mode when tensile strain is applied along either AC or ZZ directions. The angle-resolved Raman intensity profiles under tensile strain along ZZ and AC directions for BP samples with different thickness were presented in Figures 4 and 5 . To better evaluate the Raman intensity profile evolution, extracted |c/a| values for all strained BP samples and for both A g 1 and A g 2 modes are included in the Supporting Information Table S1 . Shown in Figure 4 are angle-resolved Raman plots for strain along ZZ direction. Here, two samples with distinct thickness were investigated with thicker samples (>20 nm) used as the bulk reference. The two BP thin-film samples were transferred onto the same polymeric NPI substrate and were therefore subject to the same strain loading and interference environment. The Raman intensity profiles of the relaxed (unstrained) samples (i.e., red circles and lines in Figure 4 ) validated the thickness difference according to the previous analysis. The |c/a| ratio for the thinner and thicker sample was 0.91 and 3.13, respectively. Under 1.7% of tensile strain loading along ZZ direction (blue circles and lines), the dumbbell shape with main axis along ZZ direction reoccurred for the thinner sample, as shown in Figure  4 for the A g 1 mode (|c/a|=2.02 > 1). In contrast, |c/a|=2.51 > 1 was extracted for the A g 1 mode in the thicker sample under ∼2% strain, and the dumbbell shape was well-preserved with only intensity reduction.
A similar effect of strain on electron−phonon interactions in thinner BP samples was observed when the uniaxial tensile strain loading was along the AC direction, as shown in Figure  5 . For the relaxed thinner sample, A g 1 mode |c/a|=0.88 < 1. At a relatively small tensile strain of ∼1%, the axis of highest intensity shifted from the ZZ to the AC (|c/a|=1.06 > 1) direction for A g 1 mode in the thinner sample. A different response in the thicker sample was observed in which the extracted |c/a| ratio is always >1 A g 1 mode under tensile strain loading up to 2.2%. More experimental results for higher strain loading are shown in the Supporting Information Table S1 , where under ∼3% of tensile strain, the |c/a| ratio of A g 1 mode for thinner samples is restored to >1.
To understand the change of electron−phonon interactions in few-layer BP thin films under strain, we first calculated the electronic band structures of unstrained and strained bilayer BP. As shown in Figure 6a , the 1.7% tensile strain loading along both the zigzag and the armchair direction gives rise to subtle changes to the eigenvalues, as well as the electronic band gap. Strain also alters the atomic structure and the wave functions of electronic states. Raman tensor elements correspond to the derivative of the dielectric function elements with respect to the vibrational normal coordinates. 42 Strain acts as perturbation to the eigenvalues and wave functions of electronic states and, subsequently, the dielectric function. Furthermore, it also introduces changes to the phonon vibrations, manifested by the frequency changes of Raman modes discussed above. Therefore, it can change Raman tensor elements and their ratios as well. DFT calculations shown in Figure 6b ,c confirm that the ratios |c/a| of A g 1 and A g 2 modes indeed vary with strain and, more importantly, the degree of variation is different for the ZZ-and AC-direction strains, highlighting the in-plane anisotropy of electron−phonon interactions in BP. As discussed, the Raman intensity polarization profiles of the A g modes are primarily determined by the ratio |c/a|, in which the Raman tensor element c and a correspond to the ZZ and AC directions, respectively. The value of |c/a| determines whether the maximum intensity direction is along the AC (|c/a| < 1) or ZZ (|c/a| > 1) directions. When |c/a| approaches 1, a circular profile is present. The changes of |c/a| for A g 1 and A g 2 modes under strain in Figure 6 indicate the subsequent changes of Raman intensity polarization profiles that are experimentally observed in Figures 4 and 5 .
More specifically, for the A g 2 mode at most laser energies in Figure 6c , the calculations suggest |c/a| < 1 because its atomic displacements are primarily along armchair direction that generally leads to larger Raman tensor element in the AC direction (a) than in the ZZ direction (c). 23 For subtle perturbation by strain, |c/a| of the A g 2 mode generally remains <1. This explains why in Figures 4 and 5 , for both thin and thick samples under no strain and under strain, the |c/a| value of the A g 2 mode is always <1, and thus, the polarization profiles do not change dramatically. In contrast, for the A g 1 mode corresponding to out-of-plane atomic vibrations, it does not show notable preference to the in-plane Raman tensor elements a and c, and its ratio of |c/a| is more sensitive to parameter change and external perturbation, i.e., the ratio can be <1 or >1 depending on the sample thickness, laser energy, and strain. 23, 42, 43 Indeed, as illustrated in Figures 4 and 5 (also Table S1 ), |c/a| switches from <1 to >1 from the unstrained thin to thick sample. Furthermore, its ratio also fluctuates under and above 1 at different laser energies in Figure 6b (black line). In addition, our calculations in Figure 6b suggest that |c/a| of the A g 1 mode can be altered from <1 to >1 by strain or vice versa. These results shed light on why, in Figures  4 and 5 , |c/a| of the A g 1 mode and its polarization profiles can exhibit notable changes under strain. In particular, for the unstrained thin sample, |c/a| of the A g 1 mode is smaller than but close to 1, and hence, strain changes the ratio to >1, resulting in dramatic changes in the polarization profiles.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we uncover that the Poisson's ratio is one of the critical parameters affecting frequency changes under strain, which shed light on the pre-existing inconsistency of Raman peak shift under tensile strain in literature. Our work finds that the frequencies of A g 1 , B 2g , and A g 2 modes have the opposite response to the tensile strain along zigzag and armchair directions. Even under the same uniaxial strain, A g 1 shows the opposite behavior to B 2g and A g 2 modes. This is attributed to the in-plane puckered crystalline structure of BP. Together with angle-resolved Raman spectroscopy, the thicknesssensitive anisotropic electron−phonon interactions in strained few-layer BP thin films are investigated. Our angle-resolved Raman spectroscopy and DFT Raman simulations reveal that the anisotropy of A g Raman modes depends on the BP sample thickness, excitation laser wavelength, and strain. The |c/a| ratio and polarization profile of the A g 1 mode are more sensitive to external perturbations and can be utilized to detect/gauge the strain loading. However, the |c/a| ratio of the A g 2 mode tends to be <1 regardless of the changes in sample thickness and the strain loading. Thus, its polarization profile can be more reliably used to identify the crystallographic orientation. This thickness sensitive electron−phonon interaction with strong in-plain anisotropy under strain makes fewlayer black phosphorus promising candidate for electronics and photonics applications.
METHODS
Sample Preparations. BP thin films were mechanically exfoliated using ultratape from the bulk BP single crystal, which was purchased from the vendor HQ Graphene. For unstrained sample experiments, highly P-type doped Si with atomic layer deposited (ALD) Al 2 O 3 (25 nm) was employed as the substrate. PMMA A4 was immediately spin-coated after mechanical exfoliation as the encapsulation layer for improving ambient stability of BP thin films. BP thin films with thickness ranging from 3 to 20 nm were then located using Olympus microscope.
NPI Substrate Preparation. Commercially available polyimide thin films with initial thickness of 1 mil (∼27.5 μm) was requested from Dupont as the stretchable substrate. After the double-sided curing process, in which liquid polyimide was spin-coated and cured in N 2 oven at 300°C, the PI substrate was smooth with surface roughness of <2 nm. A Pd-to-Cr ratio of 50/3 nm was deposited on top of the PI substrate as the metal stack for enhancing optical contrast. N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP)-diluted liquid polyimide was then spin-coated at a speed of 6000 rpm to achieve a thin film down to 60 nm after curing process in N 2 oven at 300°C. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) alignment marks were created to help locate the BP sample.
Tensile Strain Loading. A homemade stretching fixture was used for the tensile strain loading, in which the long stripe-shaped PI substrate was mounted across the two clamps of the stretcher. The initial end to end distance between the two clams was measured with a caliper and then used as the initial length for strain calculations.
Raman Characterization. Raman spectra were measured in a back-scattering configuration using a commercial Renishaw inVia micro-Raman system and a 45 mW (maximum) 473 nm wavelength laser. The incident laser had an established polarization angle with respect to the samples, and only polarizations parallel to the incident beam polarization were collected. To ensure that the incident beam was normal to the plane of BP, polarized Raman plots were calibrated against previous reports in literature, ensuring that the proper projection of the Raman tensor (the projection in the ZZ−AC plane) was being measured. The samples were rotated with respect to the incident polarization via a motorized continuous rotation stage (ThorLabs PRMTZ8) with 5-arcmin resolution and ±0.2°locating precision using a DC servo motor controller (ThorLabs KDC101). All spectra were measured under 50× magnification, resulting in a beam spot ∼1 μm in diameter. For Raman measurements, a spectrum resolution of ∼1 cm −1 was achieved using a 2400 lines/mm grating.
DFT Calculations. Plane-wave density functional theory (DFT) calculations were carried out using the VASP software with projector augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials for electron−ion interactions 44 and the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) functional for exchange-correlation interactions. 45 van der Waals (vdW) interactions were included using the vdW density functional method optB86b-vdW. 46 For bulk BP, both atoms and cell volume were allowed to relax until the residual forces below 0.001 eV/Å, with a cutoff energy set at 500 eV and a 9 × 4 × 12 k-point sampling. 41 Here we defined the X axis as the in-plane armchair direction, the Y axis as the out-ofplane direction, and the Z axis as the in-plane zigzag direction. 23, 42 Monolayer and bilayer BP systems were then modeled by a periodic slab geometry, in which a vacuum separation of 22 Å in the out-ofplane direction was used to avoid spurious interactions with periodic images. For the 2D slab calculations, 9 × 1 × 12 k-point samplings were used, and all atoms were relaxed until the residual forces were below 0.001 eV/Å and the in-plane lattice constants were also optimized. For the optimized monolayer, bilayer and bulk BP, uniaxial tensile strains of 1.7% and 3.4% were introduced along the armchair or zigzag direction, and then all atoms were again relaxed. Note that when the strain was applied to one in-plane direction, the lattice constant along the other in-plane direction was also changed and, hence, optimized as well.
Phonon and Raman tensor calculations were performed using the optimized structures. The dynamic matrix was calculated using the finite difference scheme implemented in the Phonopy software. 47 Hellmann−Feynman forces in the 3 × 1 × 3 supercell were computed by VASP for both positive and negative atomic displacements (δ = 0.03 Å) and then used in Phonopy to construct the dynamic matrix, whose diagonalization provides phonon frequencies and phonon eigenvectors (i.e., vibrations). For the jth phonon mode, the matrix e l e m e n t o f t h e ( 3 × 3 ) R a m a n t e n s o r R̃i s is the eigen displacement of the μth atom along the direction l in the jth phonon mode, e l j (μ) corresponds to the eigenvector of the dynamic matrix, M μ is the mass of the μth atom, and V 0 is the unit cell volume. 48−50 For both positive and negative atomic displacements (δ = 0.03 Å) in the unit cell, the dielectric tensors χ αβ were computed by VASP at the chosen laser energy, and then the derivatives were obtained via the finite difference scheme. Based on the phonon frequencies, phonon eigenvectors, and the derivatives of dielectric tensors, Raman tensor Rõ f any phonon mode at any laser energy can be obtained using our inhouse developed Raman modeling package.
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